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Media Release 
 

Maxcraft Avionics hires new Business and Commercial Specialist 

Vancouver, BC, Decemberr, 2015 – Maxcraft Avionics Ltd, a leading avionics facility in Canada, announced today 
that they are pleased to welcome Mitchell Chiang to the Maxcraft team. Mitchell has decades of experience in the 
business and commercial segments of aviation and has been focusing on avionics support contract sales. He has 
strong connections with key players in the YVR community and has a loyal following for contract renewals.  He will 
continue that role as a “Business and Commercial Specialist” with Maxcraft and will work out of the Maxcraft YVR-
Vancouver office 

 “I am extremely pleased to have Mitchell join our sales 
team,” said Director of Business Development Steve Nunn. 
“His background, experience, and connections in the 
industry will be crucial to Maxcraft’s continued growth in 
the corporate aviation segment.” 
 
As the “Business and Commercial Specialist”, Mr. Chiang will 
be directly responsible for working with aircraft owners, 
Directors of Maintenance, and/or Operations Managers to 
assist them in how best to structure their avionics repair 
strategy. Mitchell will work with the existing Maxcraft team 
in helping to advise operators on how best to meet the 
many new worldwide avionics mandates. 
 
Mr. Chiang is a licensed AME-E avionics technician with 
almost 40 years of experience. In his most recent role, 
Mitchell served as avionics technician and was responsible 
for support contract sales for Avmax - Vancouver. Prior to 

that Mitchell was a partner in Penta Aviation Services, a full service jet maintenance facility in Vancouver. 
 
About Maxcraft Avionics Ltd. 
Maxcraft specializes in avionics design, installation, and maintenance. Its design services group is among the most 
professional in Canada, and holds an extensive catalogue of exclusive STCs. Maxcraft’s client base includes 
operators for all types of aircraft including private, commercial, business, charter, corporate, airline, police, 
military and air ambulance. As an AMO its state-of-the-art shop facilities provide full service support to the private 
and commercial fixed wing market as well as the helicopter sector. Maxcraft Avionics can be found on the web at 
www.maxcraft.ca or may be reached at 604-465-3080 or sales@maxcraft.ca. 
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